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Sally's Dad is a modern day classic in Denmark

with sales reaching over 1 million copies

across all formats. The series is furthermore

proving its ability to travel: it is a bestseller in

Poland, and translation rights are currently

sold to Faroe Islands, Finland, Italy and

Norway. Sally's Dad has the Man-Flu is the

eighth book in the series.

Thomas Brunstrøm is a bestselling author,

freelance journalist, lm critic and podcast host

- and real-life dad to Sally and Eddie.

Thorbjørn Christoffersen is a Danish

illustrator, lm director and animator.
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Finnish: Kvaliti Oy

Polish: Juka-91

SYNOPSIS

One morning, Sally is feeling under the weather and does not feel like going to

school. Dad checks her over and concludes that it will probably pass during the

day. She doesn’t have a temperature and she is not nearly as bad of as when he

was a boy and went to school despite his arm having fallen off.

When Sally returns from school later that day, disaster has struck: Dad has

caught the terrible man u… Sally needs to get the soft blanket and scoot to the

corner shop for sweets – while Dad writes his will…

REVIEWS
"Hugely entertaining " – (Information)

"Outspoken, politically incorrect and free from raised ngers and spelt buns" –

(Litteratursiden)
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